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AFP – UNITED KINGDOM: SPORTS JOURNALISTS’ ASSOCIATION 
NAMES ADRIAN DENNIS PHOTOGRAPHER OF THE YEAR  

ADRIAN DENNIS RECEIVES COVETED AWARD AS 2012 PHOTOGRAPHER OF THE YEAR FROM THE BRITISH SPORTS 

JOURNALISTS’ PROFESSION. 
 

 
 
Adrian Dennis was hailed in particular for his surprising picture 
of Usain Bolt photographing himself alongside fans after the 
Jamaican team’s victory in the 4X100-metre relay at the 
London Olympics. 
  
"I am honoured and proud to see my name join great British 
sports photographers. Sports photography is a constant 
challenge. Sports photographers, just like athletes, run around 
the field to deliver the best image", said Adrian Dennis. 
 
Adrian Dennis had already won the photographer of the year 
title for his coverage of the Paralympics and was hailed for 

his Olympics portfolio by the UK Picture Editors’ Guild. 
 
Adrian Dennis studied journalism at the University of Florida and worked for several publications in the USA 
from 1989 to 1996. On returning to the United Kingdom, Adrian worked for The Independent and The 
Independent on Sunday until 2000, when he joined the AFP London bureau. 
 
As a strategic priority for the agency, sports account for over half its annual image output. The agency’s 45 
photo-journalists out of the 150 accredited AFP journalists released nearly 75,000 images from the London 
Olympics alongside video journalists, writers and graphic editors. The 2012 sporting summer featuring the 
football European Cup and the London Olympics was an opportunity for AFP to beat its own records for speed, 
volume and technique. 
   

 
About AFP 
AFP is a global news agency delivering fast, accurate, in-depth coverage of the events shaping our world from wars and 
conflicts to politics, sports, entertainment and the latest breakthroughs in health, science and technology. With 2,260 
journalists spread across almost every country, AFP covers the world 24 hours a day in six languages. AFP delivers the 
news in video, text, photos, multimedia and graphics to a wide range of customers including newspapers and magazines, 
radio and TV channels, web sites and portals, mobile operators, corporate clients as well as public institutions. 
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